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Original Track Composed and Performed by Chuck Wild
Produced, Recorded and Mixed by Chuck Wild

Remixed by Chuck Wild and Bryan Baker

Alto Flute by Bryan Baker 
Original Track Co-Produced and Mixed by Jonathan Marozik

Additional Programming: Jonathan Marozik



About the Remix

The Wisdom of Kindness Flute Remix (featuring Bryan Baker) is unique in the 18-album Liquid 
Mind relaxation music series, in that it features recording artist/flautist Bryan Baker, whose smooth 
sounds and improvisational style blend perfectly with the gentle harmonies Chuck Wild creates. 
Bryan’s imaginative performance weaves flawlessly in and out of Chuck’s slow-moving track, which was 
originally released on Liquid Mind XIII: Mindfulness.  The pair has created a deeply meditative and 
calming experience for the listener, one that honors the concept of kindness. 

About Bryan

Bryan Baker is a Long Beach, California, born and raised multi-instrumentalist, composer, & producer. 
He released his debut album ‘Following a Feeling’ in July 2021, effectively utilizing his 10+ years of 
classical and jazz training to make music that transcends traditional genres and sounds like nothing 
that has come before it. Drawing elements from artists such as Khruangbin, Pat Metheney, and Herbie 
Mann, Bryan combines these influences to forge his own path towards a blissful, sonic landscape. 
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Vocals on “The Wisdom of Kindness Flute Remix” 
A. J. Teshin, Michael Whitfield, Jimmy Demers

This remix is derived from “The Wisdom of Kindness” from Liquid Mind XIII: Mindfulness

Chuck is deeply grateful for your support of Liquid Mind for so many years, and hope you will enjoy this new bonus track. A reminder: As Liquid 
Mind music appears to deeply relax some folks, please do not listen while driving or operating machinery of any kind, and drive safely at all times!
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Kindness in words creates confidence.  
Kindness in thinking creates profoundness.  

Kindness in giving creates love. 
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